The Pumpkin Splat came from the fact we were a new school and from all over the neighborhood so we needed to create Bear Valley traditions...new things to bring us together. Now each year we have one boy and one girl to represent their grade level and they can hurl the pumpkin down from the second story building to make the biggest combined splat from the target below. We also found this fun because we are the only 2 story school in the district.

Bear Valley Middle School
7th Annual Pumpkin Splat!!
Final VERSION

1. We will do the SPLAT DURING Positive Action by GRADE LEVEL for better viewing of each splat

2. Come to the lower courtyard near the bottom of the staircase at your given time. Send your Reps. to the top of the stairs where we will hurl the pumpkins.

3. The following schedule will take place and we hope to see you there on time! Early arrivals get prime seats.

8th GRADE
BEFORE your lunch..SPLAT 12:33-12:43 then go straight to lunch

7th GRADE
BEFORE your lunch....SPLAT 11:30-11:40- then go straight to lunch

6th GRADE
BEFORE your lunch....SPLAT 11:45-12:01 then go straight to lunch
6th Ben Hinkle and Maddi Cranford
7th David Orozco and TBD GIRL
8th Jason Hernandez and Elena Perez